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ABSTRACT 
Petrology and Geochemistry of the Morrison Formation, 
Dinosaur Quarry Quadrangle, Utah 
by 
Sue Ann Bilbey, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1973 
Major Professor: Dr. Raymond L. Kerns, Jr. 
Department: Geology 
Mineralogical and petrographic analyses of the upper Jurassic -
lower Cretaceous units in the vicinity of the Dinosaur National Monu-
ment quarry near Jensen, Utah, have elucidated their characteristics 
vii 
and the locations of formational boundaries. The lower part of the 
Morrison Formation is distinguished by a decreased amount of illite and 
an increased amount of kaolinite. In contrast, the underlying Curtis 
Formation contains an approximately equal mixture of illite and kaolinite. 
The lower Salt Wash Member and the upper Brushy Basin Member of the 
Morrison are both lithologically and mineralogically identifiable in 
this area. Above the boundary betv.1een the tv10, kaolinite decreas es ar.d 
illite increases. The strata above the Morrison, here recognized as an 
extension of the Cedar Mountain Formation, reveal another change in 
clay content. They contain kaolinite as the dominant clay mineral, 
whereas illite is almost completely absent. 
The upper Curtis Formation is a near-shore marine deposit, whereas 
the members of the Morrison Formation are fluvial and lacustrine. A 
viii 
possible climatic or depositional change is equated with the changes in 
the clay content within the members of the Morrison Formation. After 
deposition of the Morrison, the lower Cretaceous sediments that now com-
prise the Cedar Mountain Formation accumulated. These formed in a 
transitional zone (fluvial to littoral) and were eventually covered by 
the Dakota Formation (littoral) and the Mowry Formation (marine). 
(103 pages) 
INTRODUCTION 
General Statement 
The Morrison Formation, although it contains some uranium deposits, 
is probably better known for its dinosaur remains, as the establishment 
of Dinosaur National Monument attests. The presence of this notable 
fossil-bearing deposit has prompted extensive paleontological and strati-
graphic investigations of the area; however the geochemistry and petrol-
ogy of the formation have been largely ignored. 
In northeastern Utah, Bradley (1952) defined the strata between the 
Morrison and Dakota Formations as a transitional zone, marking deposi-
tional environments. Farther south, the Morrison is overlain by the 
Cedar Mountain Formation (Stokes, 1944). Geochemical and petrologic ex-
aminations might si1ow a discontinuity between the Morrison and the over-
lying transitional zor1e, and thereby permit the top of the Morrison to 
be defined. This would open the question of the correlation of the tran-
sitional zone with the Cedar t1ountain Formation. 
The present study was undertaken to complement existing stratigraphic 
and paleontologic data with geochemical and petrologic analyses. The 
objective was to generate a more complete data base of interpretive value 
to the Dinosaur Nationa l Monument, and to facilitate correlation of 
paleoenvironments with the types, occurrences, and prese rvations of the 
fossils in the area. 
2 
Geographic Location 
Dinosaur National Monument is located at the eastern end of the 
Uinta Mountains in northeastern Utah and northwestern Colorado (Figure 1). 
The Dinosaur quarry is in the \"est portion of the monument, seven miles 
north of Highway US40 at Jensen, Utah, on Utah Highway 149. 
The quarry is in the Dinosaur Quarry Quadrangle, 7.5 minute series, 
I 
Uintah County, Utah latitude 40°27 N., longitude 109°181 \4., Sec. 26, T. 
4 S., R. 23 E. Within the quadrangle are found the three stratigraphic 
sections discussed here. 
Geologic Setting 
The geology of the monument area was studied extensively by Unter-
mann and Untermann (1949), and their work is the basis for the following 
general description. 
The geologic structures of the monument area include minor flank 
folds and faults of the Uinta Mountain system. One of the larger folds 
is Split Mountain anticline. The strata dip only slightly at the crest 
and plunge steeply (maximum dip 67°) on the flanks. Erosion of these 
strata has exposed the Morrison Formation almost continuously around the 
periphery of Split Mountain. Differential 1-1eathering and erosion of the 
formations form hogbacks, cuestas, and valleys, all of which are essen-
tially free of vegetation due to the semi-arid climate. 
The stratigraphic sequence exposed within Dinosaur National Monument 
includes the Uinta Mountain Group (Precambrian) through the Browns Park 
Formation (Pliocene). Rocks representing the Ordovician through the 
Devonian age are missing. The Split Mountain anticline exposes rocks 
from the Madison Formation (M~ssissippian) through the Mancos Formation 
3Figure 1. Index map of the western portion of Dinosaur National Monu-
ment. Sections studied indicated by circled numbers. 
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(upper Cretaceous). These units include a sedimentary sequence of lime-
stones, dolostones, sandstones, shales, and mudstones. On the south 
flank of the Split Mountain anticline, the Jurassic strata containing 
the Morrison Formation are exposed. Within this formation is found the 
world-famous Dinosaur National Monument quarry . 
6 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The Morrison Formation, originally defined as the variegated shales 
and sandstones found in the eastern foothills of the Front Range of the 
Rocky Mountains near Morrison , Colorado, was named by Cross (1894). El-
dridge first described and placed definite boundaries on an incomplete 
section near Morrison (Emmons and others, 1896). These boundaries were 
redefined by Lee (1920), but the type section was not described until 
1944 (Waldschmidt and Leroy, 1944). These latter authors placed the 
Morrison Formation type section at " ... the north side of the Hest Ala-
meda Parkway road cut (SE\, Sec. 23, T. 4 S., R. 70 W., Morrison Qua-
drangle, ?\-minute series, Jefferson County, Colorado) ... 2 miles north 
of Morrison .... " The strata later assigned to the Morrison Formation in 
Dinosaur National Monument were first named as part of the Flaming Gorge 
Group (Powell, 1876). With the discovery of the dinosaur beds near 
Jensen, Utah, the strata were formally recognized as the Morrison For-
mation (Gilmore, 1916). 
The majorit y of the early investigators of the Morrison Formation 
concluded that it is a very large deposit of continental origin. One 
of the primary investigators, Mook (1915), concluded that the surface 
of deposition was fairly level; that the fauna and flora were strictly 
continental (land or fresh-water); and that the deposition of sediments 
was variable, occurring first in quiet waters then later in agitated 
waters. He also noted that the thickness is greater nearer source areas 
to the west and southwest, gradually thinning to the east and northeast. 
7 
This has enabled investigators to recognize the Morrison Formation over 
an area greater than 600,000 square miles from southern Canada to central 
Arizona and New Mexico, and from southern Idaho and central Utah to I0v1a 
and Kansas (Peterson, 1972). 
Due to the lack of a diagnostic indicator of the age of the Morri-
son Formation, there has been considerable controversy over whether the 
Morrison is Jurassic, Cretaceous, or both. Eldridge (Emmons and others, 
1896) originally assigned the unit to the Jurassic period, but others 
(Lee, 1915; Osborn, 1915) claimed that it was of Cretaceous age. The 
concensus of more recent reports is that the Morrison Formation repre-
sents the upper Jurassic from Kimmeridgian to early Portlandian (Simp-
son, 1926; Baker, Dane, and Reeside, 1936; Imlay, 1952). 
In some areas, the Morrison Formation rests unconformably on much 
older rocks. For example, in the vicinity of Pueblo, Colorado, it lies 
on Precambrian rocks (Gilbert, 1897). In the northern Colorado Plateau, 
the Morrison rests conformably on the Curtis Formation, a marine de-
posit of Jurassic age. After withdrawal of the Jurassic sea, the Morrison , 
a fluvial deposit, formed in an area of slow regional subsidence. 
The contact with the overlying beds is not as clear as is the lower 
contact. The Morrison is separated from the Dakota Formation by several 
hundred feet of lower Cretaceous rocks in the Colorado Plateau (Stanton, 
1905). The Morrison is usually conformable with these overlying lower 
Cretaceous beds, but the nature of the contact indicates a period of 
11ondeposition rather than erosion (Stokes, 1944). 
In the area of Dinosaur National Monument, the Morrison Formation 
rests on the Curtis Formation and underlies lower Cretaceous rocks that 
i1ave not been named (Reeside, 1923; Untermann and Untermann, 1949 ; 
8 
Bradley, 1952). The latter strata underlie the Dakota Formatio~ Stokes 
(1952; 1955) identified the Cedar Mountain Formation as far north as the 
south flank of the Uinta Mountains and speculated on its correlation 
with the unnamed lower Cretaceous rocks in Dinosaur National Monument. 
For reasons cited later, and to facilitate the ensuing discussion, 
the unnamed unit above the Morrison and below the Dakota will be called 
the Cedar Mountain Formation. 
The Morrison Formation has been divided into four members- the Salt 
Wash Member (Lupton, 1914; Gilluly and Reeside, 1928), the Brushy Basin 
Member, the Westwater Canyon Member, and the Recapture Member (Gregory, 
1938). Of these four, only the Salt Wash and Brushy Basin Members ex-
tend into northeastern Utah (Craig and others, 1955). 
The Salt Wash Member is recognized as the oldest member of the 
Morrison Formation, correlative in part with the Recapture Member 
(Craig and others, 1955). The Salt Wash is characterized by two litho-
logies - white to pale brown, massive, ridge-forming sandstones and 
greenish-gray to dark reddish-brown siltstones and mudstones. The silt-
stones and mudstones are poorly resistant and thick-bedded (Cadigan, 1967). 
The origin of these sediments vJas mainly a sedimentary rock source and 
perhaps a minor volcanic source (Cadigan, 1967). The thickening of this 
deposit and the increase in grain size to the west and southwest and the 
thinning to the east and northeast indicate major source areas in Ari-
zona, southern Nevada, and western Utah (Mook, 1915; Craig and others, 
1955; Cadigan, 1967). 
The Brushy Basin Member is the younger of the two extensive members 
of the Morrison Formation and is correlative with the Westwater Canyon 
Member in New Mexico (Cadigan, 1967). This is the most easily distin-
guished of the members due to its diagnostic variegated shales and mud-
9 
stones. The beds vary in color from pale green to reddish brown to 
purple. The lithology of this member is not restricted, however, to 
shales. Between some of these shales are thick-bedded, lenticular, 
conglomeratic sandstones. It is in these sandstones that the well-known 
fossil dinosaur fauna is found. The source area of the fine grained 
sediments is the same as that of the Salt Wash, but with lower gradients, 
which accounts for the finer grain size (Craig and others, 1955; Cadigan, 
1967). The Brushy Basin also contains large quantities of volcanic tuff 
fragments, indicating a possible volcanic source area to the west 
(Stokes, 1944; Keller, 1953, 1962; Peterson, 1966; Cadigan, 1967; Sutt-
ner, 1968, 1969; Brady, 1969; Furer, 1970). 
According to Mook (1916), the deposition of the Morrison Formation 
took place on a peneplain fed by several major streams and by many minor 
intermittent ones. Sediments also accumulated in lakes and floodplain 
marshes. Mook also postulated that, as on any flat plain near sea level, 
there was much shifting of channels and reworking of sediments to form 
the greatly variable lithology, both laterally and vertically. 
Mook (1916) compared the climatic conditions at the time of de-
position of the Morrison Formation to those of the modern Yangtze and 
Hwang-Ho river plains. He interpreted the fossil flora and what he 
considered to be a semi-aquatic fauna to be indicative of a wet, hot 
climat e . 
Stokes (1944), on the other hand, argued that a wet climate is 
not indicated. He found no strong evidence for great river systems, l·~·, 
no great increase in elastic sediments to the west. This and the pau-
city of plant fossils suggested the existence of ephemeral lakes and 
intermittent streams which provided enough water and vegetation for the 
dinosaurs. 
Alternatively, Moberly (1960) suggested a savannah-like climate 
with alternate seasons of wetness and dryness. His postulated paleo-
geography allows radical seasonal changes comparable to the monsoon 
season in Southeast Asia, and accounts for the presence of both trees 
50 feet tall and salt precipitates. 
The presence of dinosaur bones and uranium has stimulated exten-
sive petrologic and petrographic work on the Morrison. Mook (1916) 
discussed descriptive petrography and petrology and laid the foundation 
for many of the studies which followed. The presence of tuff frag-
ments suggests a volcanic source for the shales and mudstones of 
the Brushy Basin Member (Hess, 1933; Stokes, 1944; Keller, 1953, 1962; 
Peterson, 1966; Cadigan, 1967; Suttner, 1968, 1969; Brady, 1969; Furer, 
1970). Interest in radioactive miner~ls has prompted several mineral-
ogical analyses of the clay minerals in the formation (Weeks, 1953; 
Keller, 1953, 1959, 1962); other such studies have been directed toward 
elucidating the depositional environment and source areas of the Morrison 
(Tank, 1956; Brady, 1969; Ballard, 1966; Cadigan, 1967; Suttner, 1968; 
Furer, 1970). Wahlstrom (1966) included some geochemical data on the 
Morrison, and many workers have investigated the ore deposits (see 
Brown, 1961, for a comprehensive bibliography). 
The Cedar Mountain Formation was originally defined on the south-
western flank of Cedar Mountain, Emery County, Utah, by Stokes (1944). 
This formation was defined as part of the Cedar Mountain Group which 
included both the Cedar Mountain Formation and the Buckhorn Conglomerate. 
11 
Stokes (1952) combined the two units. These are the lower Cretaceous 
rocks above the Morrison Formation in the Colorado Plateau. Stokes 
(1952) measured many sections of the Morrison Formation and the strata 
above the Morrison along the south flank of the Uinta Mountains. He 
found the same lithologies and the same stratigraohic relationshins as 
in the San Rafael Swell, where the formation was first identified. 
According to Stokes (1944), the Buckhorn Member of the Cedar 
Mountain Formation is a massive conglomerate with chert pebbles 1.25 
inch in diameter and smaller. The northern edge of the member is a 
thin-bedded, coarse-grained sandstone. In the remainder of the Cedar 
Mountain Formation the shales and sandstones above the Buckhorn 
Member are similar to those of the Morrison Formation. However, the 
colors in the shales are less variable and more subdued. The lower 
shales are pale red to light purple, grading upward to dull gray and 
white. The numerous lenticular sandstones are channel deposits. In 
northeastern Utah, this formation is overlain by the Dakota Formation. 
12 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Sample Collection 
The area in Dinosaur National Monument selected for this study has 
been described above. Three sections were chosen to be stratigrarhically 
measured and sampled. These are approximately 0.3 to 0.45 mile apart, 
with sections l and 3 flanking the Dinosaur quarrv and section 2 located 
east of section 3 (Figures l and 2). The sections were measured from 
the upper part of the Curtis Formation, through the Morrison Formation, 
and into the Dakota Formation. 
The measuring was done with a Brunton pocket transit, a steel tane 
50 feet long, and a Jacob staff. Samples 1vere taken every l O lineal 
feet. For each, a description of litholoqy, fresh and weathered colors 
(GSA rock color chart, Goddard, 1963), approximate bedding thickness, 
and obvious sedimentary structures vJere noted. Obvious l i tho logic 
changes were sampled even though they did not occur at regular sampling 
locations. 
The center section (3) was chosen as the representative section. 
Because the Morrison Formation is a continental deposit, precise corre -
lation of the three sections is possible for only a few beds, the most 
prominent being the quarry layer. The stratigra phic sections of all 
three are illustrated (Figure 3), but only the third (middle) section has 
been studied in detail. This section was chosen partly because it is 
bet1Jeen the other t\-;o, contains some faci es of both, and partly hecause 
it is closest to the Dinosaur quarry. 

Figure 2. Vertical aerial photograph of the Dinosaur National Monument 
quarry area showing locations of sections studied. 


Figure 3. Stratigraphic columns of measured sections including upper 
Jurassic through lower Cretaceous formations in Dinosaur 
National Monument. The vertical numerical scale gives 
sample numbers for section 3. 
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The samples from the middle section were analyzed by X-ray dif-
fraction, and by petrographic, petrologic, and selected geochemical tech-
niques. 
X-ray Diffraction Analysis 
X-ray diffraction data were obtained using a Siemens Crystalloflex 
X-ray diffraction system. X-rays from a 750-watt Cu-target tube operated 
at 35 KV and 18 ma were passed through a goniometer, which holds the 
specimen, which is mounted on a flat qlass slide. The qoniometer was set 
to scan the slide at a rate of 2° 29 per minute. The adjustable knife-
edge scatter slit was set closer to the slide for low 28 angles and 
farther away for higher 29 angles. The collimating slit size 1.\/as 1 mm, 
and the receiving slit, 0.2 mm. A nickel filter was used to sel ectively 
reduce the Cuk,4 radiation. X-ray diffraction peaks 1,:ere recorded on a 
motor driven paper chart. 
Samples for X-ray diffraction analysis were dried overni~ht at 
approximately 70C to remove excess moisture, then ground 1.\/ith a porcelain 
mortar and pestle until reduced to a particle size 1,,1hich would pass 
through a 16 mesh (0.00) Tyler Standard Screen. An electric Fisher mor-
tar-grinder with a porcelain covered alumina mortar and pestle was used 
to further reduce the samples to finer t!1an 115 mesh (3.00). The samples 
·.vere then iio111ogenized in bottles oy hand shaking for five minutes. 
Tile p01vdered samples were analyzed for total detectable mineral con-
tent. A glass slide, 2 in. square, was coated with a thin layer of vase-
line, and the powdered sample was scattered on the slide. This provided 
random orientation of the individual crystals. The prepared slide ~as 
placed in the diffractometer ~nd scanned from 28 = 5° to 29 = 50°. 
18 
This method has proven to be a reliabl e means of identifying the major 
mineral components of the sample. Clay minerals are not adequatel v re-
vealed by this technique so that additional procedures are reciuired to 
determine their compositions. 
The clay fractions were seperated for analysis thro ugh the use of 
Stokes' lav.i of settling velocities (Folk, 1968). 1~prroximately 0. 5 gm 
of the powdered sample was placed in a 50 ml beaker which was then 
filled with distilled water. This mixture was placed in a Bronwill Bio-
sonik BP III Ultrasonic Cleaner for five minutes to disaggregate and 
disperse the clay par ticles. If the sample could not be dispersed due 
to flocculation, 0 .1 gm of Calgon was added. Fifteen minutes after 
thorough dispersion, the material finer than 2)-l at a depth of l cm 
below the surface was removed by a dropper and plac~d on a glass slide 
in a drying oven regu lated at approximatel y 70C. After three hours, the 
dry sample was transferred to an airtight humidifier for four hours. 
The sedimente d sample was then placed in the diffractometer with the 
knife-edge set at 0 . 5 on the equipment arbitrary sca l e and was scanned 
from 28 = 2° to 28 = 50°. This scan served to identify the minerals in 
the clay sized fraction. For further differentiation of the clay minerals, 
the sedimented s l ides were solvated with ethylene glycol by olacing them 
i ll a closed container with 20 ml of solvent in a 50 ml beaker in t!1e 
drying oven at 70C for four hours. The slides 1vere then removed and 
immediately sca nned from 28 = 20 to 29 = 15°. Some peaks \vere shifted 
to l ower angles on the scan, indicating the re placement .of the water in 
certain clays with ethylene glycol. This procedure helps id entifv clavs 
with diffraction peaks close to or identical to the oriainal peaks of the 
so l vated minerals. 
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The heights of the peaks whose locations identified the minerals of 
the sample may also be used to determine the relative ratios of these 
minerals. In an analysis of a standard sample composed of equal weights 
of quartz, dolomite, and calcite, their individually most prominent peaks 
shov, amplitudinal ratios of 1 :1 :1. The same also holds for certain clay 
minerals. The relative ratios of the amplitudes of the major peaks of 
illite, chlorite, and kaolinite are 1:1:1. To determine the relative 
abundance of montmorillonite, the area under the curves must be measured 
and expressed as a ratio of illite to chlorite to kaolinite to montmor-
illonite. When equal weights of these minerals are present in the sample, 
the area 1 ratios a re 1 : 1 : 1 : 3. 
X-ray Fluorescence Analysis 
A Siemens X-ray spectrometer was used for qualitative chemical 
analyses of samples from the middle section. A high intensity chromium 
target tube provided the primary excitation radiation with lithium flu o-
i de as the analysing crys ta 1. The chromium tube was operated at 40 KV 
and 30 ma. The goniometer was set to scan at 2°28 per minute. 
A motor-driven paper chart recorded spectrograms, and intensities 
were set within the range of the highest elemental peak. All scans were 
run at a 4 x 105 counts per minute intensity with a 0.75 % error. This 
provided a direct co111pari son of e 1 ementa 1 peaks in different samp 1 es. 
The rock sa111pl es 1,,ere prepared by reducing them to pass through a 
115 mesh (3.00) Tyler Standard Screen. Nine grams of the sample plus 
one gram of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) as a binding agent were mixed in a 
bottle and homogenize d by shaking. This mixture was placed in a 1.25 inch 
diameter Buehl er die and prec:: sed i nm briquette form wit h t1,1entv to ns 
total load in a General Electric press. 
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Each briquette was placed in an aluminum sample holder and scanned 
from 28 = 15° to 28 65°. A qualitative chemical analysis of the ele-
ments from Cd through Mn by atomic number was obtained for each samrle. 
Petrographic Analysis 
The samples chosen for petrographic analysis were selected from 
among the consolidated sandstones, conglomerates, limestones, and dolo-
stones of the center section. Each distinctive sandstone was included. 
If an individual sandstone unit exceeded 50 feet in thickness, three 
samples were subjected to at least a preliminary analysis to detect 
mineral change within the section. Each conglomerate, limestone, and 
dolostone was sampled, and because none of these were in layers that 
exceeded 50 feet, only one sample was taken per layer. 
The forty-eight selected samples were cut into sections with an 
average thickness of 0.03 mm. At this thickness the characteristic 
first-order yellow birefringence of quartz grains is seen through a 
polarizing microscope. The prepared s1ides were viewed through a Zeiss 
polar izing microscope (Model-R-POL) fitted with 2.5, 10, and 40 x objec-
tives, an 8 x ocular, and an ocular micrometer. 
The forty-eight samples vJere examined and pl aced into ca teqori es 
defined by similar lithologies, mineralogies, and grain sizes from each 
unit. From these categories, representative slides were selected for 
more extensive analyses. Eacf1 slide was point counted to determine the 
approximate percentages of the different minerals in the sample. The 
minera l grains were classHied according to roundness (Pmvers, 1953) , 
grain size, and sorti ng. The entire slide was described accordinq 
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to the procedure outlined by Folk (1968). From this information, petro-
logic inferences on the source area, depositional area, and diagenetic 
changes were made. 
Insoluble-Residue Analysis 
The composition of the insoluble residue in the limestones and dolo-
stones is best obtained by determining the percentage of insoluble resi-
dues and analysing the residues from the samples. This was done by dis-
solving t,1e rock in HCl. Each sample was 1veighed before being dissolved 
in 38 percent HCl. The reaction was continued for 24 hours. The super-
natant v,as decanted, and a fresh supply of HCl v,as added. This promoted 
exposure of the entire sample to the acid. Twenty-four hours later, the 
HCl was decanted and the sample was rinsed several times with distilled 
water to remove all residual acid. After drai~ing, the remaining sample 
was placed in an oven regulated to 70C to dry for 24 hours. 
The dried insoluble residue was weighed to determine the fraction 
of the original sample that was non-carbonate. The sample was then ground 
to pass through a 115 mesh (3.00) Tvler Standard Screen, and its mineral-
ogy was determined by X-ray diffractometr y . 
Particle-Size Analysis 
Particle-size analyses to determine t he size distributions of the 
elastic particles in several selected sanJstones followed the procedures 
described by Folk (1%8). Each sa,nple 1-vas weighed, 1vashed 1vith HCl to 
remove al l carbonate cements and overgrowths on the el astic grains, 
rinsed t !1oroughly 1<1ith distilled \'later to remove the resiciua.1 acid, 
and then 1vet sieved through a steel 230 mesh (4.00) Tyler Standard 
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Screen to remove all silt-sized and clay-sized material. The remainder 
was dried in a 70C oven for 24 hours. 
The dried sample was weighed and then sieved through a series 
of twelve Tyler Standard Screens: 0.50, 1 .00, 1.50, 2.00, 2.250, 2.50, 
2.750, 3.00, 3.250, 3.50, 3.750, and 4.00. The material retained in 
each screen was weighed. 
The material which cleared the 230 mesh screen was added to the 
effluent of the wet sieving, dispersed with 2.5 gm of Calgon for five 
minutes, and the total volume was adjusted to 1000 ml in a graduated 
cylinder. The pipette analysis of the material followed the procedures 
described by Folk (1968). The dispersed sample was stirred thoroughly 
in the cylinder and, after 20 seconds and after 1 minute 45 seconds, 20 
ml samples were withdrawn from a level 20 cm below the surface. The 
sample was then restirred, and 20 ml aliquots were withdrawn from 10 cm 
below the surface after 1 minute 45 seconds, 3 minutes 28 seconds, 6 
minutes 58 seconds, 28 minutes, and l hour 51 minutes. The samples were 
diluted with 20 ml distilled water, placed in beakers, and dried. The 
dried sample was v.ieighed, and this \,,eight and that of the dry sieved 
sample were used to compute the cumulative particle-size distribution. 
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RESULTS 
Strati graohy 
The Morrison Formation in Dinosaur National Monument is charact-
erized by light gray to yellowish-gray sandstones and conglomerates 
below variegated shales and mudstones, and by lenticular light gray 
limestones. The sandstones are massive with lenticular, channelled con-
glomerates and thin shales separating the major layers. The shales and 
mudstones above are thick units recognizable in the weathered valleys 
between resistant lenticular limestones and conglomerates. A detailed 
stratigraphic description is given in Appendix A. 
The formation immediately below the Morrison Formation is the 
upper Jurassic, marine Curtis Formation. This unit contains dull gray 
shales and light colored, thin-bedded, friable sandstones. The marine 
origin is deduced from the presence of fossils of belemnites, oysters, 
and other marine invertebrates. The predominant sandstone is a medium-
grained ridge former near the upper contact. It is identifiable also 
by ripple marks, channel scours and worm burrows. In the shaly sand-
stones immediately above the predominant sandstone there were no fossils 
identified. Just below the contact between the Curti5 and the Morrison, 
the lithologies are characterized by easily-weathered, light olive-gray 
to yello\'Jish-gray, shaly sandstones. 
The basal unit of the Morrison Formation is a moderately well-
sorted, cross-bedded sandstone. This very thick-bedded sandstone 
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member, the Salt Wash, is yello\A1ish-gray 1vith a varied thickness. 1-Jith-
in this member is found some petrified wood. Higher in the member i n a 
s imilar type of sandstone are found poorly preserved dinosaur fos s il hones. 
No other fossils were noted in this member. 
Intercalated with the sandstones of the Salt Wash are thin l ayers of 
s!1ale varying in color from light reddish- brown to greenish-gray. There 
are few of these strat~ and they average only a few feet in thic kness with 
rare exceptions ranging to 30 feet. The lower shales are characterized 
by mottled red and green colors. Neither color dominates though the colors 
may be a result of present weathering. 
Lenticular conglomerates are closely interbedded with sandstones i n 
the upper part of the Salt Wash Member. These conglomerates occur as 
cross-cut channel deposits within the sandstones. They contain pebbles 
gre ater than 2 cm in diameter set in a matrix of smaller pebbles , sand, 
s ilt, and cla y . Most of the pebbles are sub-rounded chert fragments . 
The enclosing sandstone contains both quartz and chert grains. 
The upper Brushy Basin Member include s a large amount of varie qated 
sha les and mudstones. These rocks, which are best recognized by the 
color variat i ons among beds, range from grayish-red to light gray to 
greenish -gra y to pale reddish-purple. The color s are well segregated , 
and the boundaries between the layers are sharp. The grayi s~-gr een 
111udst ones are bentonitic, shmving the typical "pop-corn" t ext ure. 
Within these shales and mudstones are lenticul ar, thin-bedded, 
ye ll01·,lish gr ay to light gray limestones. They are very fine grain ed , 
1·1ith an occasional ostracod-like structure noted in the field. Hov1ever, 
none appeared in thin sections. Abundant secondary calcit e and chalce-
dony fill fissure s in the limestones and partially re place it. 
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The lenticular conglomerates and sandstones of the Brushy Gasin 
Member form ridges. These are relatively scarce in this area with one 
exception, the quarry layer. This cross-bedded con~lomeratic sandstone 
contains the fossil remains of at least fourteen species of dinosaurs, 
three species of turtles, and two species of crocodiles. The bones 
have been replaced completely with Si02, and it is interesting that the 
quarry conglomerate has a Si02 (chalcedony) cement which is different 
from many of the other sandstones and conglomerates, which have a 
CaC03 cement. Casts of Unio and of Eguisetum are also preserved (White, 
1968). The major fossil bearing layer is found from 190 to 260 feet 
below the upper contact of the Morrison. 
More lenticular limestones and massive sections of shales are found 
above the quarry layer. Scattered on the surface of the shales are 
pie ces of limestone and \vell-polished chert pebbles knmvn as "gastroliths". 
The source of these pebbles, which are probably wind polished, is not 
known, but they probably originated higher in the section and were carried 
do1,111 the 1·1eathered shale slopes. !lone have been found in association 
with the fossil dinosaur bones at the quarry. 
The upper contact is not al1vays easily located. In the area studied, 
a ridge-forming conglomeratic sandstone which grades into a fine-qrained 
sands tone was selected as the lowermost part of the Cedar ~ountain ~orm-
ation because it overlies the typical greenish-gray and pale red shales 
that are diagnostic of the Morrison, and above are duller shales and 
thickly bedded sandstones. The conglomeratic sandstone at the base of 
the Cedar Mountain may correlate 1vith the Buckhorn Member of the Cedar 
Mountain Formation (Stokes, 1944, 1952) . . ~lthough this conqlomeratic 
sandstone appears to be lent ic ular, it has moderate lateral extent, and 
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its mineralogy is more similar to the beds above than to those of the 
Morrison. Bradley (1952) correlated th.e s,h.ales_ an.d sandstones above the 
contact with the Cedar Mountain Formation and Stokes (1952) speculated 
that these beds are indeed an extension of the Cedar Mountain Formation. 
Mi nera 1 ogy 
The X-ray diffraction scans of the samples from the middle section 
showed differences in the mineralogies of the Curtis Formation and 
the Morrison Formation, of the members of the Morrison Formation, and 
of the Morrison and the beds above it. Scans of the powdered samples 
revealed varying amounts of quartz, feldspar, calcite, dolomite, celes-
tite, barite, and gypsum throughout the section (Table l, ,Ll.ppendix f3). 
Unfortunately, no direct correlation could be made from these data 
in identifying boundaries. 
The lithologic changes at the contacts between the units are re-
flected in the corresponding clay-mineral suites (Figure 4). Near the 
top of the Curtis Formation, in a mixture of sandstones, shales, and 
shaly sandstones, the relative abundances of illite, montmorillonite, 
and kaolinite are variable but approximately equal. Just above the 
contact between the Curtis and the Morrison Formation (Salt !slash 
Member), illite disappears almost entirely from the sandstones, and 
the relative abundances of kaolinite and montmorillonite increase. 
The quantities of kaolinite decrease above the upper contact of t he 
Salt Wash, paralleling the disappearance of sandstone. Shales and 
mudstones with appreciable quantities of illite are the dominant 
lithologies of the upper Brushy Basin Member. Near the top of the 
Brushy Sasin, illite gradually disappears from all lithologies. This 
Table l. Distribution of minerals in the Curtis, Morrison (Salt Wash and Brushy Rasin Members), 
Cedar Mountain, and Dakota Formations as determined by X-ray diffractometry. Entries are 
number of samples and, in parentheses, percentage of samples which contained detectable 
quantities of each mineral. 
Minerals Curtis Salt Wash Brush.z Basin Cedar Mountain Dakota Notes 
1uartz 8 ( l 00%) 38 (l 00%) 73 (100%) 29 (100%) l (l 00%) 1very low relative 
abundance in 31 of 
the 33 samples. 
Feldspar 7 (88%) 26 (68%) 48 (66%) 16 (55%) 0 
2rncludes 11 lime-
Calcite 7 ( 88%) 33 (92%)1 37 (51%)2 
stones. 
9 (35%) 0 3As dolostone in 
Dolomite3 
upper Brushy Basin 
4 (50%) 6 ( 16%) 5 (7%} 6 (23%) 0 and lower Cedar 
Mountain. 
Ba rite l (25%) 17 (45%) 24 (33%) 23 (79%) l ( l 00%) 4Predorninant clay 
in upper half. 
Montmori 11 oni te 8 (100%) 38 (100%) 72 (100%)4 29 (100%) l (100%) 5very low relative 
abundance in sand-
I 11 ite 5 41 (56%)6 
stones and conglom~ 
7 (88%) 17 (45%) 5 ( 19%) 0 erates. 
Kaolinite 7 
6Absent at top. 
7 (88%) 35 (92%) 8 (11%) 19 (66%) l (100%) 7very low relative 
abundance in shales 
Ch l ori te l ( 12%) l ( 3%) 0 0 0 and mudstones. N 
'-I 

Figure 4. Relative abundances of montmorillonite (M), illite (I), and 
kaolinite (K) above and below unit boundaries in section 3. 
Dashed lines indicate a mixed-layer, illite montmorillonite. 
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is not accompanied by a reappearance of kaolinite. Above the contact 
between the Morrison and the Cedar Mountain Formation, an increase in 
kaolinite is correlated with the dominance of sandstone. 
Montmorillonite is present, with few exceptions, throughout the 
entire section as the dominant clay mineral. Its abundance shows no 
marked change from below the lower contact of the Morrison through the 
contact between the members of the Morrison, though in some parts, 
especially the middle and upper portion, of the Brushy Basin Member it 
is the only clay present in measurable quantities. There is, however, 
a marked relative decrease in total montmorillonite content near the 
upper Morrison contact and through the beds above. 
Apart from the three major clays, only two other types appear in 
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the scans. One was chlorite, which was found in only two samples in the 
entire section. Both of these occurrences are near the bottom, one in 
the Curtis and the other in the lower part of the Morrison. The other 
clay is a mixed-layer illite-montmorillonite. It appears four times, 
once in the Salt Wash Member and thrice in the Cedar Mountain Formation 
above the Morrison. The mixed-layer clays may be more prevalent than was 
observed, since solvating the clay may have resulted in preferential 
identification of montmorillonite. 
There was an overall lack of abundant dolomite found in the scans of 
powdered samples except near the lower and upper boundaries of the r1orrison. 
The microcrystalline carbonate rocks which appear throughout the upper 
member are, for the most part, limestones. Near the top, however, dolo-
mite is abundant, but in most cases some calcite is also oresent. This 
situation holds through the upper contact and into the beds above. 
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Petrography 
The detailed data from the petrographic analyses are recorded in 
Appendix C. These tables should be consulted in connection with the 
following descriptions. The classifications of the sandstones and 
conglomerates are taken from Folk (1968). The limestones and dolomites 
are classified by the scheme used by Sissel and Chilinger (1967). 
The sample (300) selected for petrographic study of the upper por-
tion of the Curtis Formation is a ~vell-sorted, silty, very fine sand: 
calcitic, submature, subchertarenite. Its main terrigenous constituents 
are quartz and chert; other minerals and rock fragments are minor. The 
bonding agent is sparry calcite cement. The cement fills all the sraces 
between the grains, making the porosit y of the rock very low. In the 
field, cross beds and ripple marks are present in this unit. ~o fossils 
were found in the sampled stratum although some gastropods and belemnit es 
were observed lower in the formation. 
The lower Salt Wash Member of the Morrison Formation is divisible 
into several lithologies, primarily sandstone and conglomerate, with 
minor limestone and shale. One sample of each of these, except the 
shale, was chosen for detailed petrographic analysis. The sandstone 
(313) is cla ssified as a moderately well-sorted, medium sandstone: calci-
tic, submature , subcilertarenite. The detrital sediments includ e quartz, 
chert, and chalcedony, with minor quantities of feldsoar and volcanic 
rock frag111ents vJith clay in the matrix. Sparry calcite cement fills the 
pore spaces \'vi thin the rock. 
Tile conglomerate (324) is classified as a moderately sorted conglom-
eratic s,rndstone: calcitic and chalcedonic, submature, tuffaceous chert 
,Wt'nite. The detrital grains include quartz, chert, and devitrified tuff 
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fragments. The chert and tuff fragments are morphologically similar 
except that the tuff fragments have shard remnants in the recrystal-
lized material. This conglomeratic sandstone is a cross-bedded, channel 
deposit. 
The limestone s (332) found in the lower member are classified as 
detrital micritic limestones. A cryptocrystalline calcite matrix consti -
tutes the majority of the rock; fissures are filled with sparry calcite 
cement. The silt-sized to very fine sand- sized quartz, chert, and feld -
spar are trapped in the matrix of the limestone. 
The majority of the rocks of the upper Brushy Basin Member of the 
Morrison are shales and mudstones. Within these layers, however, are 
lenticular limestones, dolostones, and conglomerates. Each of these 
was sampled, and represe11tative examples were described petrographically. 
Detrital mi critic limestones (3608 and 371 .1) in the lower and 
middl e portions of the upper member consist predominantly of crypto-
crysta lline calcite matrix, 1.<Jith calcite spar filling the fissures with-
in the matrix. Fine grained detrital quartz is present in very minor 
quantities. No fossils were seen in the thin sections, although a few 
ostracod tests were seen in the field. 
Cryptocrystalline micritic dolomite (389 and 393) is observe d in 
the upper portio n of the upper member. It has the same texture and ap-
pearance as the calcite in the limestones except for more extensive 
brecciation 1vithin the rock itself. The dolomitr. in the thin sections 
was not identified petr ographicall y, but rather by X-ray diffraction 
analysis of the entire rock. The X-ray analysis also revealed the 
presence of quartz in minor amounts, whereas only rare detrital grains 
appeared in petrographic pre parations. 
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The conglomerates are rare lenses within the mudstones. The pre-
dominant conglomerate layer is the one that includes the Dinosaur quarry. 
It (363.5) is classified as a poorly sorted, conglomeratic sandstone: 
chalcedonic, submature, tuffaceous, chert-arenite. It is composed mainly 
of chert and devitrified tuff fragments. In this lens are the silic-
ified bones of dinosaurs, turtles, and crocodiles. Ari interesting obser-
vation is that this conglomerate is entirely cemented v1ith chalcedony, 
whereas other non-fossiliferous conglomerates are only partially silica 
cemented. 
The beds of the Cedar Mountain Formation above the upper Morrison 
contact are typified by moderately well sorted sandstones, shales , and 
finely crystalline dolostones. The shales 1,iere not studied petrograph-
ically. 
The sandstones (397A, 397. l, 399, and 411) grade from moderatel v 
well sorted, fine sandstone: dolomitic and calcitic, submature, sub-
chertarenite to well sorted, fine sandstone: chalcedonic, mature, sub-
litharenite. These contain large quantities of chert and feldspar. 
The differences are minor: the chalcedonic cement replaces the calcite 
and dolomite cements and the rounding and sorting improves toward the 
tor of the section. 
The dolostone (4048) in the Cedar Mountain Formation is a finely 
crysta lline dolomit e . Dolomite rhcmbs are seen through the microscope, 
though the hand speci men appears the same as anv of the other carbonates. 
No detrital grains 1·1ere seen, but X-ray diffrac tion revealed a minor 
amount of quartz. 
Correlation of Methods 
Since both X-ray diffraction analyses and petrographic analyses 
have measured definite relative percentages of free silica (quartz, 
chert, and chalcedony ; both grains and cement) and carbonates (cal ci te 
and dolomite) i n the same original sample, it is appropri ate to test 
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the correlat i on of t hese methods. Figure 5 compares the percen t age of 
fr ee silica found by X-ray diffraction to the percentage of free sil i ca 
detected in the petrographic analyses. The conglomerates and sandstone s 
show a close correlation between the two methods i n contrast to the 
li mestones and dolostones . In the carbonate rocks, the measured free 
si lica content is consistently higher in the X-ray diffr action analyses 
than in those done by petrographic techniques. Several explanati ons 
are considered here. One is that the actual material used for X-ray 
diffractometry contained a higher concentration of free silica than did 
the entire sample. This may have resulted from stratification of the 
sa111pl e during preparation. T:1is str<ltification may have not been com-
pl ete ly destro yed by the vigorous shaking emplQyed. Another possible 
explanation is tha t the free silica v1as already segreqa t ed in the rock, 
and bias was introduced by not including such a region in a single thin 
section. Thirdl y and most probably, the quartz grains were too s~all 
to be seen pet rogra phically. 
Parti cl e- Size Analyses 
The grain s ize and sort ing of t he sandstones and conglomerates vary 
great ly throughout the section. Partic le-size anal yses of the lower 
member of the Morrison, done by dry sieving and pipette analysis, revealed 
varving grain sizes (Appendix D). The samples selected for the exper-
iment 1·1ere t hose that seemed by preli.minary inspection to be 1·1ell sorted, 

Figure 5. Correlation of free silica (Si02) observed by petrographic 
techniques with that detected X-ray diffractometry. Closed 
circle, conglomerate; open circles, sandstone; closed triangle, 
dolostone; open triangles, limestone. 
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and possibly eolian in origin due to dunal cross-stratification observed 
in the field. The standard deviation,o- 1, ranges from poorly sorted to 
well sorted (Table 2). The mean grain size ranged from fine to very fine 
sand. The petrographic analyses revealed the same variabilitv in range 
and sorting - the expected result of a varying continental deposit. 
Table 2. Mean grain size (Ml), inclusive graphic standard deviation 
(a-), sorting, and skewness determined by particle-size 
anAlysis on samples of several sandstones (after Folk, 1968). 
Sample number f\/0) 1(0) Sorting Skevmess 
Salt Wash Member 
310 2.6 0.99 moderately sorted +0.37 
316 2. 1 0.38 \"le 11 sorted +O. Ll8 
326 2.8 l. 50 poorly sorted +O. 51 
328 3.2 0.57 moderately well sorted +0.42 
Brushy Basin Member 
368 3.2 0.52 moderately well sorted +0.33 
X-ray Fluorescence Analyses 
The qualitative X-ra y fluor esce nce scans revealed some interesting 
results (Table 3). The four shales and one shaly sandstone, which are 
found throughout the sectio~are the only lithologies that contain trace-
able amounts of rubidium (Rb). They also contained a much higher concen-
tration of iron (Fe) than any of the other samples. However, iron was 
present in all the samples, but the quantities varied greatly. The two 
Table 3. Qualitative elemental analyses by X-ray fluorescence of 
selected samples. Absence, O; peak heiqht roughly pro-
portional to number of +'s. 
Sample Rock K Cr Fe Sr rn Cu Zn Ga Zr Rb 
number type 
Curt is 
300 sandstone ++ ++ + + + + + + 0 
30G sandy shale ++ ++++ + + + + 0 0 + 
Salt Wash 
309 sandstone ++ ++ + + + + + 0 0 
324 conglomerate ++ +++ + I) + + + 0 0 
323. S 1 i mes tone ++ ++ + + + + + 0 0 
333 shale ++ +++ + 0 + + + 0 + 
336 conglomerate ++ ++ + 0 + + + 0 0 
Brushy Gas in 
348 shale ++ ++++ + + + + + 0 + 
352 limes tone ++ ++ + + + + 0 0 0 
363. 5 conglomerate ++ ++ + + + + 0 + 0 
380A shale +++ ++++ + + + + + + + 
387 1 i mes tone ++ ++ + + + + + 0 0 
393 dolostone ++ ++ ++++ + + + + 0 0 
Cedar Mountain 
3978 congl ornera te ++ + + 0 + + + 0 0 
402 shale ++ ++++ + + + + + + + 
4048 dolostone ++ ++ +++ + + + 0 0 0 
( 11 sandstone +++ ++ 0 + + + + ++ 0 
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Mn 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
++ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
() 
0 
0 
0 
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dolostones show a much higher strontium (Sr) level than the other rock 
types. The presence of manganese (Mn) was noted in one of the limestones, 
but it does not appear in any other sample. Nickel (Ni) was present in 
small amounts in all except three of the four conglomerates and in one 
sl1ale. Galium (Ga) and zirconium (Zr) appeared randomly throughout the 
section. The chromium (Cr), zinc (Zn), and copper (Cu) peaks are due 
to the composition of the X-ray fluorescence spectrometer. 
Insoluble Residues 
The amounts of calcite and dolomite dissolved with HCl from the 
limestones and dolomites of the section vary from 38 to 92 percent (Tahle 
4, Figure 6). A cross correlation of the insoluble residues with the 
approximate percentage of free silica revealed by the X-r~y scans shows 
that a large percentage of that residue is indeed free silica. A 
powdered sample scan of the residue revealed t~e ubiquitous occurrence 
of quartz, the presence of clay in all except two limestones, and a 
variable occurrence of feldspar (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Percentage of HCl-insoluble residue in li~estones and dolostones. 
Minerals present (x) determined by X-ray diffraction. Pock 
type: L, limestone; D, dolostone. 
Sample number Insoluble Residue (%) Quartz Feldspar Clay 
S.J l t Was i1 
328.5-L 19% x x x 
332 -L 45% x x x 
334 -L 58% x x 
Brushy Basin 
34213 -L 25% x x x 
343 -L 62% x x 
347 -L 21% x x 
352 
-L 14% x x x 
357.5-L 29% x x x 
360[3 
-L 23% x x x 
371.l-L 48% x x 
385.6-L 61% x 
387 -L 29% x x 
389 -· D 22% x x 
393 -0 8% x x 
394 . 3-0 115,'. x x 
Cedar Mountain 
4nr: 
-u 16'.~ x x 

Figure 6. Percent HCl - soluble material (carbonates) in limestones, 
dolostones, and three terrigenous rocks with high carbonate 
content from section 3. 
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DISCUSSION 
The Morrison Formation and the beds overlying it have been dis-
cussed at length in the literature. Although the Morrison in Dinosaur 
National Monument has been described strati graphically in detail, the 
Salt Wash and Brushy Basin Members have not been identified previously, 
nor have the overlying beds been named. 
North of Vernal, Utah, near Steinaker Reservoir, Craig and others 
(1955) identified 285 feet of Salt Wash and 600 feet of Brushy Basin. 
The data of the present study show that these members extend into the 
monument area where they are 230 feet and 450 feet thick respectively. 
Their lithologic properties are consistent with those descriptions 
given by Cadigan (1967) in his survey of the Morrison Formation in the 
Colorado Plateau. 
By comparison with the descriptions by Stokes (1944, 1952), the 
strata above the Morrison correspond stratigraphically and lithologically 
to the Cedar Mountain Formation, a lower Cretaceous transitional zone. 
Unfortunately the lower member of the Cedar Mountain, the Buckhorn Con-
glomerate, is apparently absent, which removes a potentially excellent 
dia gnostic feature. The only layer that might be considered temporally 
correlative to the Buckhorn is the lowermost sandstone of the formation. 
This sandstone has a pebbly base which might be a part of the Buckhorn. 
Without further investigations, however, the validity of this suggestion 
can not be confirmed. 
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The physico-chemical and geological conditions for the formation 
of montmorillonite are discussed at length by Millot (1970). The asso-
ciation of montmorillonite and volcanic tuff fragments suggests that 
the former may have arisen from the latter. Volcanic tuff fragments 
when deeply buried may change diagenetically to montmorillonite. Alter-
natively, if the tuff should fall into a sedimentary basin which has 
moderate drainage and an alkaline environment, the tuff could also 
crystallize into montmorillonite. Such an alkaline environment may 
result either from semi-arid climatic conditions or from lacustrine or 
marine conditions. Montmorillonite also can form in the basal portion 
of a lateritic soil. According to this model, abundant rain water 
percolates through the soil and dissolves metal ions. As the concen-
tration of metal ions in solution increases the solution becomes in-
creasingly more alkaline. If the water is restricted to an area with 
poor drainage, the metal ions combine with silica ions to form mont-
morillonite and other clays. 
Although illite formation, as described by Millot (]970), can occur 
in a variety of depositional regimes, the process is restricted to alka-
line environments. Illite forms readily in an alkaline marine environ-
ment by the combination of metal ions (K) with sil~ca ions. In a wet, 
hydrologically well-circulated, terrestrial regime, detrital illite 
alters to kaolinite. The process can be reversed, however, if the 
ground water becomes sufficiently enriched in metal cations. Illite 
also forms in lacustrine and in semi-arid and arid terrestrial environ-
ments. Illite forms readily in lacustrine environments in which the pH 
is 7.5 to 8.5. In semi-arid and arid climates, the water sequestered in 
basins is alkaline. Under these conditions illite from older sedimentary 
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source rocks is not altered. Also, not enough water circulates through 
t lhe sys tern to carry av-1ay the meta 1 ions. 
The formation of kaolinite, according to Millot (1970), is restricted 
t o acidic environments. In streams, which are generally slightly acidic, 
some illite is altered to kaolinite and the detrital kaolinite, being 
s table, persists. However, the long-term stability of kaolinite depends 
o~ the hydrologic circulation to maintain the level of dissolved metal 
cations below that required for conversion to illite. 
The petrographic data suggest that the sediments which formed the 
C rtis, Morrison, and Cedar Mountain Formations in Dinosaur National 
Monument were derived from one sedimentary source area or from sedimentary 
source areas which were quite similar. The sandstones and conglomerates 
contain minor amounts of chert, chalcedony, and other sedimentary rock 
f r agments. The quartz grains are subangular to subrounded and equant, 
which i ndi cat es re\•Jorki ng of quartz from sedimentary rocks. The K and 
Na feldspars are present in minor quantities (0-5%) as shown by point 
counting grains in thin sections and by X-ray diffraction data. Heavy 
minerals are essentially absent . Tuff fragments were also consistently 
found. However, these may have originated near the depositional site 
and then were carried by streams or by t he wind i nto the basin of depo-
si t ion. 
The rocks determined to be part of the Curtis Formation in the 
field have fossil and clay-mineral assemblages indicative . of a near-
shore marine deposit. The presence of moderately well-sorted sandstones 
containing both illite and kaolinite is consistent with the model pro-
posed by Smoot (1960, in Millot, 1970). In this model, a sedimentary 
source area provides weathered clay minerals which recrystallize to 
illite in the sea. Kaolinite is deposited with the sands in fresh 
water, an acidic environment. At the interface of the two depositional 
environments, mixing occurs by wave and current action, and kaolinite 
is preserved by rapid burial. Such a phenomenon may account for the 
mixed illite and kaolinite found in the upper part of the Curtis Form-
ation. 
With the withdrawal of the Curtis sea, continental deposits covered 
the marine sediments. Rivers and streams carried sediment into a 
basin of deposition, the Morrison plain. Heavy rainfall, v-1hich caused 
rapidly flowing streams, or a close source area could account for the 
moderately to poorly sorted sandstones and conglomerates in the Salt 
Wash Member of the Morrison. Thin limestone beds within the sandstones 
indicate an entrapment of water in which the pH increased and carbonate 
precipitated as a very fine micritic mud. The very fine detrital sand 
in the limestones was probably of eolian origin. 
A change from marine to fluvial deposits near the boundary between 
the Curtis Formation and the Salt Wash Member of the Morrison Formation 
is indicated by the presence of fossil marine fauna in the former and 
fossils of a terrestrial fauna in the latter. The sandstones and shales 
of the Curtis are moderately well sorted whereas those of the Salt Wash 
are variable. The relative abundances of illite and calcite decrease 
and kaolinite increases above the formati.onal boundary. In the Salt 
\~ash, the greater relative abundance of kaolinite is in the sandstones 
and conglomerates, whereas small amounts of calcite and illite are found 
in almost all the samples. These data present a problem: these three 
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minerals are not all stable under the same conditions. Considering the 
models of clay formation discussed above, it appears that the kaolinite 
is primary, having been formed in a regime characterized by efficient 
water circulation. The illite and calcite are probably secondary, having 
been formed in an alkaline ground water regime. This interpretation is 
supported by the observation that the calcite fills the pore spaces 
beb,een the grains as a coarsely crystalline spar. The higher relative 
abundance of the illite and calcite in the fine grained sediments is 
probably due to deposition in an area of restricted drainage, ~-.9.·, 
a lake. Since this regime is alkaline, illite would persist, calcite 
would form, and kaolinite would alter to illite. The montmorillonite 
in the system probably formed from volcanic tuff, since tuff fragments 
were seen in petrographic thin sections. Devitrification of the tuff 
could have occurred in each of the three ways previously discusse d. 
At the boundary between the Salt Wash Member and the Brushy Rasin 
Member of the Morrison, a reversal of the relative abundances of kaoli-
nite and illite indicates an abrupt change from an acid to an alkaline 
environment. The coupled disappearance of kaolinite and the increase 
of relative abundance of illite and the carbonates emphasize this 
change (Keller, 1956; Millot, 1970). This, of course, assumes no change 
in composition of the source area. 
The lithologic change from a dominantly sandstone unit to a 
dominantly shale unit marks the boundary between the Salt Wash and 
Brushy Basin Members. The lithologic change is accompanied by a mineral-
ogic change. Kaolinite, which was the dominant clay in the sandstones 
of the Salt Wash, decreases appreciably in the shales and mudstones of 
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the Brushy Basin; illite increases proportionally. This change re-
flects a transition from an acidic to an alkaline environment. One 
possible explanation is that the climate changed from humid to semi-
arid. The mudstones may have been deposited on a floodplain where 
reduced circulation of water enhanced the stabiliiy of illite and 
montmorillonite. The thinly bedded limestones, which contain fossil 
ostracods and algal mounds, were most likely formed in persistant lakes. 
The conglomerates may have been formed by flash floods carrying heavy 
loads of sediment. Another possible explanation is that at least some 
of the mudstones and shales formed in a lacustrine environment. Under 
lacustrine conditions illite is stable, montmorillonite may form from 
volcanic ash, and calcite precipitates. The dominance of these minerals 
in the Brushy Basin, however, does not necessarily indicate a lacustrine 
environment since they can be found under other conditions. Among the 
criteria listed by Picard (1957) for distinguishing lacustrine deposits 
is the presence of mudstones which are br.m'ln, gray, or green; indurated; 
sub\'iaxy and resinous; include iron sulfides, chert, and saline minerals; 
cemented with calcite, dolomite or silica ; varved and shaly; and asso-
ciated with extensive and varied limestones and dolomites. Fluvial mud-
stones, on the other hand, are red or green; friable; earthy; cemented 
by calcite; poorly bedded; and are assoc ~ated with thin, spotty limestones. 
Since mudstones satisfying both of these sets of criteria are found in 
the Brushy Basin, it is quite possible that each of the two types of 
environment occurred at different times during deposition. 
An increase of do 1 omite in the upper portion of the Morrison 
suggests a period of aridity. The dolostones resemble the limestones 
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morphologically with only an increase in shrinkage brecciation. With 
increased aridity, illite grades into montmorillonite (Millot, 1970), 
which is consistent with the decrease in the abundance of illite in the 
upper strata of the Brushy Basin. 
Another change takes place above the boundary between the Morrison 
and the Cedar Mountain Formations. The lithology of the Cedar Mountain 
is ve~ similar to that of the Morrison, especially that of the lower 
Salt Wash Member. Paralleling an increase in sandstone, kaolinite re-
appears sporadically near the base of the unit . The carbonate minerals 
decrease appreciably, leaving only quartz, kaolinite, and minor quanti-
ties of montmorillonite. This profile of mineralogical and physical 
characteristics indicates a depositional environment resembling that of 
the Salt Wash. Higher in the section, the sorting improves in the 
sandstones, and the Cedar Mountain grades into a littoral denosit, the 
Dakota Formation. However, the clay-mineral assemblage remains the 
same. 
Figure 7 summarizes the conclusions on the depositional history 
of the formations in this study. The earlier upper Jurassic marine sed-
iments are designated the Curtis Formation. The withdrawal of the 
Curtis sea allowed formation of the fluvial and lacustrine deposits 
clearly identified as the two members of the Morrison Formation. The 
next strata represent a zone of transition from fluvial to littoral 
environments. These are the strata identified as lower Cretaceous 
Cedar Mountain and Dakota Formations. A terrestrial deposit such as the 
Buckhorn Conglomerate of the Cedar Mountain Formation may have 
originally overlain the Morrison Formation, but if so it must have been 

Figure 7. Depositional history of Jurassic - Cretaceous formations in 
Dinosaur National Monument compared to the model proposed 
by Stokes (1944) for the Colorado Plateau. Mowry Formation 
identified in Dinosaur National Monument by Bradley (1952). 
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largely re~oved by erosion. Those strata identified as the Cedar Mountain 
and Dakota Formations are conformably overlain by unmistakably off-shore 
marine deposits, the Mow~ Formation, an upper Cretaceous unit (Bradley, 
1952). Therefore, except for the putative presence of the Buckhorn Con-
glomerate, the interpretation of the sections analysed is entirely con-
sistent with the model proposed by Stokes (1944). 
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SUMMARY 
The area studied in this work is in Dinosaur National Monument, 
immediate to the Dinosaur quarry, near Jensen, Utah. Sections chosen 
for study flank the quarry on the east and west. These sections through 
the Morrison Formation were measured stratigraphically and sampled. 
These samples were analysed by X-ray diffraction, X-ray fluorescence, 
and petrographic techniques. 
Data collected by X-ray diffractometry indicate a different clay-
mineral assemblage for each unit. However, these assemblages correlate 
\'Jith the corresponding lithologies. The boundary bet11Jeen the marine 
Curtis Formation and the fluvial Salt Wash Member of the Morrison For-
mation is denoted by a change from a marine sandstone and shale with 
a montmorillonite, illite, and kaolinite suite to fluvial sandstones 
characterized by montmorillonite and kaolinite. A reversal from the 
presence of kaolinite and lack of illite in sandstones of the Salt 
Wash Member to the presence of ~llite and lack of kaolinite in the 
shales of the Brushy Basin Member reinforces the placement of the bound-
ary between these members. Another change is noted in thE clay minerals 
as the lithologies change at the boundary of the Morrison and the Cecar 
Mountain Formations. Illite, which is found in much smaller quantities 
through the shales in the upper portion of the Brushy Basin, completely 
disappears in the sandstones of the Cedar Mountain and kaolinite becomes 
the diagnostic clay mineral. 
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The depositional environments caused a change in the clay minerals, 
I hich make them good indicators of those environments. The illite-kao-
linite suite in the upper Curtis indicates an interface between marine 
and fresh water environments with rapid deposition. The rresence of 
kaolinite and reduced abundance of illite in the fluvial sandstones in 
the Salt Wash Member of the Morrison indicate an acid environment, 
j__.~., a v1et climate 1vith enough water to carry heavy sediment loads in 
the streams and to dissolve the carbonates and illite which interfere 
with the formation of kaolinite. The Brushy Basin is tyrified by mud-
stone and lenticular limestones and conglomerates. The clay suite 
in the Brushy Basin shales includes montmorillonite and illite, which 
indicate an alkaline environment. These bespeak either a variable 
semi-arid climate or a lacustrine environment. The Cedar Mountain 
Formation, like the Salt Wash Member of the Morrison, contains an appre-
ciable amount of kaolinite in the sandstones, which again suggests a 
humid climate. In the Cedar Mountain, the change in the sorting of the 
sandstones indicates a progression from fluvial deposits to littoral 
deposits of the Dakota Formation. 
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/1.ppendix A 
Descriptions of Stratigraphic Sections 
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Section l 
Location: Dinosaur National Monument; NNE-SSW line 0.3 mile west of 
Dinosaur quarry; on the east side of West Draw; SW~. Sec. 26, T. 4 S., 
R. 23 E., Uinta County, Utah 
Dakota Formation 
l . Conglomeratic sandstone; grayish yellow; poorly sorted; 
coarse to fine grained; chert pebbles and quartz 
grains; torrential cross strata; ridge former. 
Thickness, 
in feet 
Sharp contact with conglomeratic sandstone at the base of the 
Dakota Formation 
Cedar Mountain Formation 
3. Covered interval; pits reveal shaly sandstone; light 
olive gray to yellowish gray; poorly sorted; fine 
to medium grained; thinly laminated. 84 
2. Limestone and shale interbedded; limestone: yellowish 
gray weathers light brownish gray; marly with 
calcite fissure filling; possible ostracod tests; 
lenticular; shale: light gray; laminated. 35 
l. Sandstone; pale yellowish brown; moderately sorted ; 
fine to medium grained; low angle cross-strata ; 
ridge former. 5 
Total Cedar Mountain Formation 124 
Sharp contact at the base of Cedar Mountain sandstone. 
Morrison Formation 
Brushy Basin Member 
14. Covered interval; pits reveal limestone; yellowish gray 
to very pale orange; also shale to mudstone; grayish 
purple to very pale red. 71 
13. Covered interval with resistant limestone 1 ft thick; pits 
reveal weathered mudstone: yellowish gray to light 
olive gray; limestone: cherty; yellowish gray. 
12. Shaly sandstone; light olive to light brownish gray; mod-
erate sorting; medium grained; interbedded sandstone 
lenses; 3 ft thick. 
Section l continued 
62 
Thickness, 
in feet 
11. Conglomeratic sandstone; light olive gray to medium 
gray; poorly sorted; fine to coarse grained; 
chert pebbles and quartz grains; chalcedo~y cement; 
11quarry layer'' with dinosaur bones; fresh 1vater 
clams (Unio); ridge former. 30 
10. Covered interval; pits reveal sandy mudstones: yellow-
ish gray to light greenish gray; bentonitic; re-
sistant ridges of limestone: greenish gray; weath-
ers yellowish brown; marly; 1 ft thick. 19 
9. Mudstone to shale; pale olive to greenish gray; ben-
tonitic; with lenticular limestone: dusky yellow-
ish green; weathers yellowish brown; marly; 1 ft 
thick. 135 
8 . Shale; variegated grayish red and greenish gray; with 
lenticular limestone: grayish red ; marly; 1 ft 
thick. 3?. 
7. Shale; light olive gray to light brownish gray; with 
lenticular sandy limestone : pinkish gray; marly ; 
1 ft thick. 42 
Total Brushy Basin Member 449 
Contact at the base of the light olive gray shale. 
Salt Wash Member 
6. Shaly sandstone to sandstone; yellowis h qrCTy to light 
olive gray; poorly sorted; fine to medium grained; 
iriterbedded shales: light onve gray to brovmish 
gray; 1 ft thick. 53 
5. Shale; yellowish gray to grayis h red; silty; with lent-
icular limestone: grayish red ; marly; 1 ft thick. 24 
4. Sandstone; yellowish gray; medium to coarse grained; 
poorly sorted; scours; ripple marks; calcareous. 44 
3. Shaly sandstone to sandstone; yellowish gray to light 
olive gray; fine to medium grained; poorly sorted; 
scours; dinosaur bone fragments; petrified wood; 
•.,1ith lenticular limestone. 31 
2. Conglomeratic sandstone to shaly sandsto ne; yellowish 
gray to greenish gray; poorly sorted; fine to 
coarse grained; cross-strata; clay clasts at bot-
tom of channels; calcareous cement. 26 
1. Sandstone; yellowish gray; poorly sorted; fine to med-
ium grained; thin beds; cross-laminated; calcar-
eous cement. 23 
Total Salt Wash Member 201 
Total Mo~rison Formation 650 
63 
Section 1 continued 
Contact sharp between sandstone of the Salt Wash Member of the Morrison 
Formation and the shaly sandstone of the Curtis Formation. 
Curtis Formation 
1. Shaly sandstone to sandstone; light olive gray to yellowish 
gray; moderately sorted; fine to medium grained; worm 
burrows; scours; ripple marks; calcareous cement. 
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Section 2 
Location: Dinosaur National Monument; nearly N-S line 0.5 mile east 
of Dinosaur quarry; SE~, Sec. 26, T. 4 S., R. 23 E., Uinta County, Utah. 
Thickness, 
in feet 
Dakota Formation 
1. Conglomeratic sandstone; yellowish gray; poorly sorted; 
fine to coarse grained; a few chert pebbles; friable; 
cross-strata; ridge former. 
Sharp contact at the base of conglomeratic sandstone; shale below. 
Cedar Mountain Formation 
3. 
2. 
3. 
Shale; dark olive gray to moderate reddish brown; mot-
tled; lower portion cover interval; pits reveal 
weathered shale: yellowish gray. 
Covered interval; pits r eveal weathered shale; yellow-
ish gray; sandstone talus and calcareous nodules. 
Sandstone; yellowish gray; well sorted; fine grained; 
low angle cross beds; ridge former. 
70 
28 
5 
Total Cedar Mountain Formation 103 
Sharp contact at the base of the sandstone, covered interval 
below. 
Morrison Formation 
Brushy Basin Member 
13. Covered interval; pits reveal shale; yellmvish griiy with 
resistant lenticular li~estones 1 ft thick: pale 
yellowish gray; weathers brownish gray. 56 
12. Covered interval; pits reveal mudstone; yellowish gray 
to grayish green; with limestone lenses: yellowish 
gray; possible algal growths 36 
11. Limestone with chert pebbles and veins; pale olive; 
3 ft thick; ridge former. 23 
10. Sandstonei Pinkish gray; silty; fine to medium grained; 
lent1cular. 20 
9. Covered interval; pits reveal mudstone; pale olive to 
greenish gray; bentonitic. 136 
8. Mudstone; pale brown; sandy; on hill approximately 50 
yds to the west, last remnant of the "quarry 
layer", conglomerat i.c sandstone: yello 1,sli h gray. 30 
Section 2 Continued 
Thickness, 
in feet 
7. Mudstone to shale; pale olive to light brown; benton-
itic; with lenticular limestones: yellowish gray 
weathers pale red; marly; 1 ft beds. 119 
6. Sandstone and sandy mudstone; pale olive; fine to 
medium grained; bentonitic; with a lenticular 
limestone near the base: yellowish gray. 43 
5. Shale; pale olive green; bentonitic ; fine grained. 6 
Total Brushy Basin Member 469 
Contact sharp between bentonitic shale and sandstone. 
Salt Wash Member 
4. Sandstone; grayish orange; moderately well sorted; fine 
to medium grained; low angle cross-strata; ridge 
formers. 29 
3. Shaly sandstone to shale; yellowish gray to pale red-
dish brown; fine grained. 28 
2. Sandstone with lenticular conglomerates; yellowish gray; 
poorly sorted; fine to coarse grained; conglomer-
ates; torrential cross cutting; some calcite cement; 
dinosaur bone fragments; petrified wood. 137 
1. Shale; greenish gray; some mottled red. 30 
Total Sai t Wash Member 224 
Total Morrison Formation 693 
Sharp contact between colored shales ar.d shaly sandstone. 
Curtis Formation 
1. Shaly sandstone; yel10wis h gray; poorly sorted ; silty. 
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Section 3 
Location: Dinosaur National Monument; nearly N-S line 0.2 mile east 
of Dinosaur quarry; S~ central portion Sec. 26, T. 4 S., R. 23 E., 
Uinta County, Utah. 
Dakota Formation 
Thickness, 
in feet 
1. Conglomeratic sandstone; yellowish gray; weathers very 
pale orange; poorly sorted; fine to coarse grained; 
torrential cross-strata; ridge former. 
Sharp contact between conglomerate and poorly resistant sandstone. 
Cedar Mountain Formation 
3. Sandstone; yellowish gray to grayish orange; weathers 
light brown; well sorted; fine to medium grained; 
partially covered intervals with resistant ridges 
~etween; parallel bedding with minor low angle 
cross-strata. 90 
2. Shale with one bed of recrystallized dolomite; shale: 
yellowish gray to brownish gray; silt near the 
top; dolomite: very pale orange; very fine grained; 
2 ft thick. 27 
1. Sandstone; light gray to yellowish gray; weathers gray-
ish orange; moderately to well sorted; fine grained 
with a pebbly base; low angle cross-strata; ridge 
former. 23 
Total Cedar Mountain Formation 140 
Sharp contact of pebbly sandstone with Morrison shales. 
Section off set 0.1 mile to the west following the sandstone ridge. 
Morrison Formation 
Brushy Basin Member 
18. Shale; pale red to greenish gray; silty ; up to 10 ft beds; 
separated by lenticular dolomite beds: vellowish 
gray; weathers light brOl\lnish gray; 2 ft b2ds. 57 
17. Covered interval; talus of light gray limestone with 
chert; pits reveal yellowish qray weathered mud-
stone. 1.1 
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Section 3 Continued 
Thickness, 
in feet 
16. 
1 5. 
14. 
13. 
12. 
11. 
10. 
9. 
(' 
: .. ) . 
Limestone with chert pebbles and veins; light gray to 
Jellowish gray; 3 to 4 ft beds; ridge formers: 
probably source of limestone talus above and below. 
Covered interval; talus of light gray limestone; pits 
reveal weathered mudstone: light gray to brownish 
gray. 
Mudstone; very light gray to greenish gray 1-vith 1 ft 
beds of reddish brown; one limestone bed 1 ft 
thick near the base. 
Covered interval; talus of yellowish gray conglomeratic 
sandstone; pits reveal calca reous shaly sandstones; 
pale brown. 
Conglomeratic sandstone; yellowish gray; poorly sorted; 
~oarse grained; scours; mostly chert pebbles; 
calcareous cement. 
Mudstone; grayish red. 
Conglomeratic sandstone; yellowis h gray; poorly sorted; 
fine to coarse grained; chert pebbles and quartz 
grains; chalcedony cement; "quarry layer"; dino-
saur bones; fresh water clams (Unio); ridge former. 
Covered interval; pits reveal weatherecr-shaly sandstone 
grading into mudstone; pale olive gray to greenish 
gray; bentonitic; with thin lenticular limestones: 
light yellowish gray; weathers pale yellowish 
brown; 2 ft beds. 
Mudstone gradin g into shale; greenis h gray; bentonitic ; 
lenticular limestone: pale yellowish brown; resis-
tant beds. 
19 
71 
50 
15 
4 
2 
19 
60 
124 
Section offset 0.1 mile to the east returning to original transit. 
7. Shale; light olive gray to dark greenish gray ; weathere d 
on the surfa : e; bentoni tic. 22 
Total Brushy Basin Member 435 
Sharp contact between shale and ~onglomerate. 
Sa 1 t \~ash Member 
6. Conglomeratic sanstone; yellowish gray to very pale or-
ange; fine to coarse grained; poorly sorted; low-
angle scours; dinosaur bone fragments; one lentic-
ular sandy limestone: yellowish gray. 27 
5. Shale; light olive gray to pale yellowish brow~; cal-
careous. 18 
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Section 3 Continued 
4. Sandstone; yellowish gray to greenish gray; fine to 
medium grained; shaly sandstone at the base; one 
lenticular limestone: greenish gray; marly; 3 ft 
Thickness, 
in feet 
thick. 51 
3. Conglomeratic sandstone to sandstone; yellowish gray 
to grayish orange; moderately well sorted; fine 
to medium grained; cross-strata; slightly calcar-
~ous. 47 
2. Shale; light olive gray to greenish gray. 19 
1. Sandstone; yellowish gray to very pale orange; poorly 
to moderately sorted; fine to r,1edium grained; 
thin laminae; scours; petrified wood; with shale 
inte.rbedded: light olive gray with reddish brown 
mottled; 8 ft bed; slightly calcareous. 72 
Total Salt Wash Member 234 
Total Morrison Formation 669 
Contact not distinct in the field, base of sandstone in contact 
with covered interval, pits reveal lithologic change from sandstone 
to shaly sandstone. 
Curtis Formation 
l. Covered interval; pits reveal sandstone grading into 
shaly sandstone; pale olive green to yellowish 
gray; poor to moderate sorting. 
68 
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Appendix B 
X-ray Diffraction Data 
Table 5. Results of X-ray diffractometric analyses of samples from 
section 3. Relative abundances of quartz, calcite and dolo-
mite stated numerically. Absence of feldspar indicated by 
O; presence, by+. 
Sa111p le Rock Quartz Felds par Calcite Dolomite Other 
number type 
Curtis Formation 
300 sandstone 5.8 + 3.8 0.4 
301 sandstone 9.4 + 0.6 0 
70 
302 sandstone 9.4 + 0 0.5 anhydrite 
303 shale 9.5 + 0.5 0 
304 sandstone 8.7 0 l. 3 0 barite 
305 shaly sandstone 3.6 + 6.4 0 
306 shaly sandstone 7.2 + l. 9 0.9 
307 shaly sandstone 8.5 + 0.6 0.9 
Salt Wash Member of the Morrison Formation 
308 saridstone 8.5 0 1. 2 0.3 
309 sa1dstone 4.3 + 5.7 0 
310 sands tone 9.3 + 0.6 0. l bar ite 
311 sandstone 9.5 0 0.2 0.3 
312 shal e 5.9 + 3.6 0.5 ce 1 est ite, 
ar)atite 
313 sandstone 7.2 "t" 2.8 0 
314 sands tone 9.8 + 0.2 () barite 
315 sandstone 9 .2 + 0.8 0 
316 sandstone 9.2 + 0.8 0 
317 sandstone 9.0 + 1. 0 0 
318 shale 9.2 0 0.8 0 
71 
Table 5. Continued 
Sample Rock Quartz Feldspar Calcite Dolomite Other 
number type 
319 shale 8.3 + 1. 7 0 barite 
320A shale 8 .8 + 0 l. 2 gypsum 
320R sandstone 8. 7 + 1. 3 0 barite 
320.5 conglomerate 9. l 0 0.9 0 barite 
hematite 
321 conglomerate 9.8 0 0.2 0 barite 
322 conglomerate 9.5 + O r:; . ..., 0 
323 sandstone 9.2 + 0.8 0 
324 cong l om era te 8.9 + l. l 0 
325 sands tone 9.5 0 0.3 0.2 bari t e 
326 sandstone 10 + 0 0 barite 
327A shal y sandstone 9.5 + (). 5 0 
327B sandstone 9 .6 + O. ft 0 barit e 
qypsum 
328 sandstone 8. 8 + 1. 2 0 barite 
328.5 limes tone l. 6 0 8.4 0 
329 sandstone '). 6 + 0. 4 0 barite 
330A sandstone 9.6 + 0.4 0 
330[3 sandstone 8.6 0 1. ~ 0 celestite 
331 sandst one 8. 5 + 1. 5 0 barite 
331. 5 conglomerate 9.9 0 0. l 0 barite 
332 1 i 111es tone 2.7 G 7.3 0 
333 sha l e 8.4 + 1. 6 0 barite 
334 shale 5 ') . ~ + 4. 8 0 barite 
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Table 5. Continued 
Sample Rock Quartz Feldspar Calcite Dolomite Other 
number type 
335 sandstone 10 0 0 0 
336 sandstone 9.5 + 0. 5 0 
337 sa ndstone 8.2 + 1. 8 0 
338 sandstone 9.7 0 0.3 0 barite 
339 sandstone 8 .9 + l. l 0 barit e 
Brushy Basin Member of the Morrison Formation 
340 shal e 10 + 0 0 bar ite 
~ypsum 
341 shale 10 + 0 0 barite 
342A shale 10 -'- () 0 bat·i te 
3428 limes tone 2.8 0 7.2 () 
343.L\ sh 1 l e 10 + 0 0 barite 
3438 limestone 5.2 0 4.8 0 
343.2 sha l e 9.8 + 0 .2 0 bari te 
344 sha l e 7.4 0 2.6 0 barite 
345A shale 6. 1 + 3.9 0 
3458 sha l e 6.8 + 3.2 0 
345.3 sandstone 8 + ') 0 ba rite {_ 
346 sandstone 8. 1 + l. '.) 0 ba r ite 
347 limeston e 1.8 0 8.2 () 
348 shal e 10 + 0 0 barite 
349 sha l e l() 0 0 n 
350 shal e 10 + 0 0 
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Table 5. Continued 
::.amp 1 e Rock Quartz Feldspar Calcite Dolomite Other 
number type 
351 shale 9. 1 + 0.9 0 
352 1 i mes to:1e 1.0 0 9 0 
353 muds tone 10 + 0 0 
354 muds tone 10 0 0 0 
355 muds tone 8.7 + l. 3 0 
356 muds tone 10 + 0 0 
357 muds tone 10 + 0 0 
357.5 1 i mes to,1e 2.8 0 7.2 0 
358 muds tone 10 + 0 0 barite 
359 muds tone 10 + 0 0 
360A muds tone 8.9 G 1. l 0 
3608 limes tone 2.4 0 7. 6 0 
360C muds tone 10 + 0 0 
361 muds tone 9.2 + 0.8 0 
362 shaly sandstone 6.6 + 3.4 0 barite 
363 shaly sandstone 8.8 + 1. 2 0 
363.5 conglomerate 10 0 0 0 harite 
3611. 5 sandstone 10 + 0 0 
3G5. 5 sanJstone 9.6 0 0.4 0 
366.5 sandstone 10 + ') 0 
367 muds tone 10 + 0 0 
367.l muds tone 9.6 + 0.4 0 
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Table 5. Continued 
Sample Rock Quartz Feldspar Cal cite Dolomite Other 
number type 
367.6 conglomerate 8.3 + l. 7 0 barite 
368 sandstone 10 + 0 0 barite 
369A sandstone 8.6 + l. 4 0 
3698 s ha ly sandstone 7.7 + l. l l. 2 barite 
370 shaly sandstone 9.0 + 0 barite 
371 shaly sandstone l. 4 0 8.6 0 
371 . l limes tone 3. l 0 6.9 0 
372 limes tone 7.2 0 2.8 0 barite 
373 muds tone 10 + 0 0 
374 muds tone 10 0 0 0 
375 muds tone 10 + 0 0 
376 muds tone 10 + 0 0 
377 muds tone 10 + 0 0 ha rite 
378 muds tone 10 + I) 0 ha rite 
379 muds tone 10 + 0 0 barite 
380A muds tone 9.5 + 0.5 0 
3808 muds tone 10 + 0 0 
381 muds tone 10 + 0 0 
382 muds tone 10 + 0 0 
383 muds tone 10 + 0 0 
384 muds tone 10 + 0 0 barite 
385 muds tone 10 0 0 0 
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Table 5. Continued 
Sample Rock Quartz Feldspar Ca 1 cite Dolomite Clther 
number type 
385.6 1 i mes tone 5.8 0 4.2 0 
386.6 1 i mes tone 4.9 0 5. 1 0 
387 limes tone 3.0 0 7. 0 0 
388 muds to ne 9. l iJ 0.9 0 
389 dolostone 3.0 0 0.9 6. 1 
390 muds t one 10 + 0 0 barite 
391 dolostone 3.5 0 0.9 5.6 
392 muds to ne 9.2 + 0.8 0 
393 dolostone l. 9 0 0 8. l barite 
394 muds tone 10 + () 0 
394.3 dolo sto ne l. 9 0 0.9 7.2 
395 shal y sandstone 7.5 + 2.5 0 
396 shal y sandstone 10 + 0 0 
Brushy Basin Member of the Cedar Mountain Formation 
397 conglomerate 7 0 3 0 ha rite 
397. 1 sandstone 9.5 0 0 .5 0 barite 
398 sandstone 6.6 + 3.4 0 bari te 
399 sandstone 8.2 0 0.8 l. !) 
40() san dsto ne 8.3 + l . 4 0.3 bi'! rite 
401 shale 7.9 () 0.7 l. ll barite 
402 shale 10 0 0 0 
403 shale 10 + 0 0 
7G 
Table 5. Continued 
Sample Rock Quartz Feldspar Calcite Dolomite Other 
number type 
404A shale 2.9 + 0.6 6.5 barite 
4048 dolostone 1. 6 + O.G 7.8 barite 
405 shale 9.5 + 0 0.5 
405.4 sandst'.)ne 10 + 0 0 barite 
406 sandstone 10 0 0 0 barite 
407 sandstone 10 + 0 0 barite 
408 sandstone 10 0 0 0 barite 
409 sandstone 10 + 0 0 barite 
410 sandstone 10 + () 0 barite 
411 sandstone 9.9 0 o. l 0 barite 
412 sandstone 10 + 0 0 barite 
413 sandstone 10 0 0 0 barite 
114 sandstone 10 + 0 0 barite 
415 sands tone 10 + 0 0 barite 
416 sands tone 10 + 0 0 barite 
417 sandstone 10 0 0 0 
418 sandstone 10 0 0 0 barite 
419 sandstone 10 + 0 0 barite 
420 sandstone 10 + 0 0 barite 
L',21 sandstone 10 0 0 0 gypsum 
422 sandstone 10 0 0 0 ha rite 
Dakota Formatiori 
422. 5 conglomerate 10 0 0 0 barite 
Table 6. Relative abundances, determined by X-ray diffractometrv, of 
various clays in samples of section 3. (M), minor. 
Sample Rock type Montmorillonite I 11 ite Kaolinite Ch l orite 
number 
Curtis Formation 
300 sandstone 8.2 (). 7 l . l 0 
301 sandstone 8.8 (). 1 l. 1 0 
302 sandstone 3.9 2.4 3.7 0 
303 shale 9.9 0. l 0 0 
304 sands tone 5.8 0 0.3 3.9 
305 shaly sandstone 5.2 3.5 l. 3 0 
306 shaly sandstone 2.8 5.5 l. 7 0 
307 shaly sandstone 3.2 3.6 3.2 0 
Salt vJas h Member of the Morrison Formation 
308 sands 'cone 9.3 0 0.7 0 
309 sandstone 9.2 0 0.8 0 
310 sandstone 8.2 0 l. 8 0 
311 sandstone 8.7 0. l 1. 2 0 
312 shale 4.2 3.5 2.3 0 
313 sandstone 9.7 0 0.3 0 
314 sands to ne 3.2 0. l 0 . 6 6. 1 
31 (i sands to 11e 8. 4 0 l . G 0 
316 sandstone 7.3 0 2.7 0 
317 sandstone 6. 8 0.9 2.3 0 
313 shale 1.8 ,. 5 6.7 0 
319 shale 4.6 0.3 5. 1 0 
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Table 6. Continued 
Sample Rock type Montmorillonite Ill ite Kaolinite Chlorite 
number 
320A sha l e l . 0 5.7 3.3 0 
3208 sandstone 8. l 0 l. 9 0 
320.5 conglomerat e 7.7 0 2. 3 0 
321 conglomerate 4.0 0 6.0 0 
322 conglomerate 4.4 0 5.6 0 
323 sands tone 6 .9 0 3. l 0 
324 conglomerate 7.8 0 2.2 0 
325 sandstone 6.8 0 3.2 0 
326 saridstone 9.4 0 0.6 () 
327/1. shv.ly sandstone 7.G 1.4 1 . 0 0 
3278 sandstone 7.9 1 . 2 0.9 0 
328 sandstone 9.7 0 0.3 0 
328.5 1 i mes tone Illite-montmorillonite mixed layer 
329 sandstone 8.3 o. l l . 6 0 
330/1, sandstone 7. 8 0.3 l. 9 0 
330G sar1ds tone 9. l 0.3 0.6 0 
331 sandstone 8.4 l . 0 0.6 0 
331. 5 conglo111erate lO(r1) () 0 n 
3 '"l') limes tone 10 0 0 0 _).._ 
333 shale 6.7 1. 3 2.0 0 
334 sho.l e 9. l 0.9 0 0 
335 sandstone ~. 5 0.5 5.0 0 
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Table 6 . Continued 
Sample Rock type Montmorillonite Ill ite Kaolinite Chlorite 
number 
336 sandstone 7.3 0 2.7 
0 
337 sandstone 7.0 0 3.0 
0 
338 sandstone 9.7 0 0.3 
0 
339 sandstone 7.0 0 3.0 
0 
Brushy Basin Hember of the Morrison Formation 
340 sha le 6.5 3.5 0 
() 
341 sha l e 7. l 2. l 0.8 
0 
342A shale 8.0 2.0 0 
0 
342B l i :nes tone 6.5 3.5 0 
0 
343A sha l e 7.3 2.7 0 
0 
343B limes tone 7.4 2.6 0 
0 
343. 2 shale 3.4 6.6 0 
0 
344 sha l e 2.6 7. 4 0 
0 
345A shn. le 3.5 6.5 0 
0 
345B shol e 4.8 5.2 0 0 
345. 2 sa ndstone 8.3 0.3 l. 4 
0 
346 sandstone 7.2 (). 8 2 .0 0 
347 limes tone 8.3 l. 7 0 
0 
348 shal e l. 4 7.5 1. i 
0 
349 shnl e 7.5 2.5 0 
0 
350 she l e 7. l 2.9 0 
() 
351 sha le 6 . l 3.9 0 0 
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Table 6. (ontinued 
Sample Rock type Montmorillonite I 11 ite Kaolinite Ch l orite 
number 
352 limes tone 10 0 0 0 
353 muds tone 10 0 0 0 
354 muds tone 8.6 1.0 0.4 0 
355 muds tone 8.0 2.0 0 0 
356 muds tone 9.0 1.0 0 0 
357 muds tone 2.2 7.8 0 0 
357.5 limes tone 10 0 0 0 
358 mud stone 7.4 2.6 0 0 
359 muJstone 5.7 4.3 0 0 
360A mucis tone 10 0 0 0 
3608 limes tone 10 0 0 0 
360C muds tone 7.2 2.8 0 0 
361 muds tone 8.7 l. 3 0 0 
362 shaly sandstone 9. l 0.9 0 0 
363 shaly sandstone 10 0 0 0 
363.5 conglomerate 10 0 0 0 
364.5 sandstone 10 0 0 0 
365. 5 sandstone 10 0 0 0 
366.5 sandstone 8. 1 l. 9 0 0 
367 muds tone 10 0 0 0 
367.1 muc:s tone 8.4 0 1. 6 0 
367.6 conglomerate 10 0 0 0 
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Table 6. Continued 
Sample Rock type Montmorillonite I 11 i te Kaolinite Ch l orite 
number 
368 sands tone 10 0 0 0 
369A sandstone 9.6 0.4 0 0 
369G shaly sandstone 7.8 2.2 0 0 
370 shaly sandstone 10 0 0 0 
371 shaly sandstone 10 0 0 0 
371 . l limes tone 10 0 0 0 
372 muds tone 10 0 0 0 
373 muds tone 10 0 0 0 
374 muds tone 5.3 4.7 0 0 
375 mudstun2 10 0 0 0 
376 muds tone 7.2 2.8 0 0 
377 muds tone 7.4 2.6 0 0 
378 muds tone 6.9 2.7 0.4 0 
379 mucis tone 3.6 6.2 0 0 
380A muds tone 5. l 4.9 0 0 
380B muds tone 7.5 2.5 0 0 
381 muds tone 10 0 0 0 
382 muds tone 5.2 4.8 0 0 
383 mucis tone 6.9 3. l 0 0 
384 muc.!stone 9.4 0 0.6 0 
385 muds tone 10 0 0 0 
385.6 1 imes tone 10 0 0 0 
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Table 6. Continued 
Sample Rock type Montmorillonite 
number Ill i te Kaolinite 
Chlorite 
386.6 l 1 r.ies tone 0 0 0 0 
387 1 imes rone 0 0 0 0 
388 muds toY)e 3.9 G. 1 0 0 
389 dolostone lO(M) 0 0 0 
390 muds tone 0 lO(M) 0 0 
391 dolostone lO(M) 0 0 0 
392 muds tone 2.5(M) 7.5(M) 0 0 
393 dolostone lO(M) 0 0 0 
394 muds tone 10 0 0 0 
394. 3 dolostone 10 0 0 0 
395 shaly sandstone lO(M) 0 0 0 
396 shaly sandstone 10 0 0 0 
Cedar Mountain Formation 
397A conglomerate lO(M) 0 0 0 
3978 conglomerate lO(M) 0 0 0 
397.l sandstone 10 0 0 0 
398 sandstone 2.9 0 7. 1 0 
399 sandstone 4.2 0 5.8 0 
400 sandstone 10 0 0 0 
401 shale 5.4 4.6 0 0 
402 shale mixed layer Illite-Montmorillonite 
403 shale mixed layer Illite-Montmorillonite 
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Table 6. Continued 
Sample Rock type Montmorillonite Ill ite Kaolinite Chlorite 
number 
404A shale 6.5 3.5 o· 0 
4048 dolostone lO(M) 0 0 0 
405 shale mixed 1 ayer Illite-Montmorillonite 
405.4 sandstone 0 0 10 0 
406 sandstone l. 7 0 8.3 0 
407 snndstone 1.3 0 8.7 0 
408 sandstone 2.5 0 7.5 0 
409 sandstone 2.7 0 7.3 0 
410 sands tone 3.8 0 6.2 0 
411 sandstone 2.0 0 8.0 0 
412 sil.ndstone 2.2 0 7.8 0 
413 sends tone 0.4 0 9.6 0 
414 sandstone 2.8 0 7.2 0 
415 sandstone 1.8 0 8.2 0 
416 sandstone 8.6 0 1.4 0 
417 sandstone 9.7 0 0.3 0 
i118 sJndstone 10 0 0 0 
419 s"ndstone 2.5 0 7.5 0 
420 sandstone 6.0 0 4.0 0 
421 sandstone 9.2 0 0.8 0 
422 sandstone 6.9 0 3. l 0 
Dakota Formation 
422.5 conglomerate 1.2 0 8.8 0 
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Appendix C 
Petrographic Analysis Data 
Table 7. Petrographic analyses of selected samples from section 3 - physical properties. 
Sample Grains Percent Grain size Sorting Ske\,mess Percent Percent Percent 
number co~nted grains Range(mm) Median(mm) Mean(mm) ( in 0) Gravel Sand Silt 
----
Curtis Formation 
300 93 60 0.05-0.33 o. 11 0. 11 0.5 +0.30 0 74 26 
Salt Wash Member of the Morrison Formation 
313 l 01 76 0.07-0.90 0.26 o. 31 0.6 +O. l O 0 100 0 
324 97 71 0.05-2.25 0.65 1.00 0.8 +0.04 5 94 
332 21 15 0.02-0.10 0.03 0.04 NA NA 0 29 71 
Brushy Basin Member of the Morrison Formation 
3608 16 13 0.02-0.11 0.05 0.07 NA NA 0 50 50 
363.5 77 55 o. 13-2.25 l. 00 l. l O l. 0 +O. 14 13 87 0 
371 . l 12 8.5 0.02-0.08 0.02 0.03 NA NA 0 8 92 
386.6 82 62 0.28-1.75 0.60 0.70 0.65 -0.0 8 0 100 0 
389 7 5 0.03-0. 14 0.05 0.06 NA NA 0 43 57 
393 3 2.2 0.02-0.03 0.02 0.02 rm NA 0 0 100 
Table 7. Continued 
Sample Grains Percent Grain size 
number counted grains Range{mm) Median(mm) 
Cedar Mountain Formation 
397A 86 66 0. 03- l. 50 o. 13 
397. l 94 68 0.05-0.52 0. 13 
399 98 73 0.03-0.33 0.13 
4048 0 0 
411 103 84 0.05-0.26 0.13 
Sorting Skewness Mean{mm) (in 0) 
0.24 l. l -0.35 
0.16 0.8 -0.40 
0. 14 0.6 -0. 31 
0. 13 0.5 +0.07 
Percent Percent 
Gravel Sand 
0 94 
0 97 
0 96 
0 99 
Percent 
Silt 
r 
6 
3 
4 
co 
0) 
Table 8. Petrographic analyses of select ed samples from section 3 - mineralogical properties. (RA), 
relative abundance. 
Quartz extinction 
Minerals types ( QET) Roundness Randing agents 
B - Biot1te P - Plagioclase 0 - Undulatory SA - Subangular C. Cem. - Chalcedony cement 
C - Chalcedony Q - Quartz N - Non-undulatory SR - Subrounded Cal. Cem. - Calcite cement 
Ch- Chert RF- Rock fragments P - Polycrystalline 0 - Other Cal. Mat. - Calcite matrix 
Cl- Clay S - Sanidine D - Rounded Cl. Mat. - Clay matrix •·. 
H - Hematite T - Tourmaline A - ,l\ngul ar Dolo. Cem. - Dolomite cement 
L - Li monite TF- Tuff fragments Oolo. Mat. - Dolomite matrix 
M - Microcline Z - Zircon Fe Stain - Iron stain 
Qtz. Ogr. - Quartz overgrowth 
Sample Minerals QET, RA Grain size (mm) Roundness Bonding Other observations 
number RA Rangg_ Median SA SR 0 ~ent, R.~ 
- -
Curtis Formation 
300 Q - 85 U - 17 0.05-0.26 0. l O 31 69 0 C. Cem. l 00 bubble inclusions and rutile 
N - 83 0.02-0.28 0. 10 29 71 0 needles in quartz grains 
C - 3 0.05-0.20 0. l O 100 0 0 
Ch- 3 0.05-0.20 0. 10 33 67 0 
TF- 2 0.05-0.10 0.07 50 50 () 
M - 3 0.05-0.26 0. 11 50 50 0 etched feldspar 
p - 2 0.05-0.10 0.08 100 0 0 
B - 1 0. l O O l 00 0 
T - 1 0.05-0.10 0.06 100 0 0 
:;:::, 
-.....J 
Table 8. Continued 
Sample Minerals, QET, RA Grain size (mm) 
number RA Ran_gf Meaian 
Salt Wash Member 
313 Q - 69 U - 86 0. 15-0.33 0.20 
N - 9 0.07-0.52 0.26 
P-5 0. 13-0.52 0.20 
C - 6 0.15-0.90 0.26 
Ch - 6 0.19-0.52 0.33 
TF - 4 0.15-0.90 0.35 
M - 2 0. 13-0.52 0.20 
S - 6 0.13-0.52 0.20 p - 2 0. 14 
RF - 5 0.20-0.60 0.39 
324 Q - 32 U - 9 0.39-1.00 0.46 
N - 91 0.04-1.00 0.52 
C - 5 0.52-1.00 0.75 
Ch - 32 0.33-2.00 0.75 
TF - 25 0.26-2.25 l. 25 
S - 6 0.46-0.75 0.65 
332 Q - 86 N - l 00 0.02-0. 10 0. 03 
Ch - 9 0.03 
S - 5 0. l O 
Roundness 
SA SR 0 
- - -
67 33 0 
35 63 0 
70 30 0 
67 33 0 
67 33 0 
0 100 0 
50 50 0 
80 20 0 
50 50 0 
0 100 0 
33 67 0 
25 71 4R 
40 60 0 
42 58 0 
29 71 0 
17 83 0 
50 50 0 
l 00 0 0 
l 00 0 0 
Bonding Other observations 
~ent, RA 
Cal. cem. 86 bubble inclusions and rutile 
Cl. mat. 14 needles in quartz grains 
devitrified tuff with 
shar ds 
etched 
sedimentary rock fragments 
Cal. cem. 41 bubble inclusions in quartz 
Fe stain 36 
C. cem. 23 
devitrified tuff with shards 
etched 
Cal. cem. H 
Cal. mat. 81 
Cl. mat. 5 
co 
00 
Table 8. Continued 
Sample Minerals QET, RA Grain size (mm) Roundness Bonding Other observations 
number RA Ran~ Median SA SR 0 ~ent, RA 
~~
- - -
Brushy Basin Member 
360B Q - 81 N - l 00 0.02-0.ll 0.06 91 9 0 Cal. cem. 3 
Cl - 19 0.05-0.08 0.06 100 0 0 Cal. mat. 91 
Cl. mat. 6 
363.5 Q - 11 [J - l 00 o. 13-0.46 0.26 0 100 0 Cal. cem. 4 
Ch - 51 0.20-2.50 1. 25 23 77 0 C. cem. 88 
TF - 35 0.26-2.30 l. 30 8 92 0 Cl. mat. 8 devitrified tuft with 
M - l 0.33 O l 00 0 shards 
371 . 1 Q - l 00 N - l 00 0.02-0.08 0.02 67 33 0 Cal. cem. 21 
Cal. mat. 76 
386.6 Q - 41 U - 20 0.33-0.75 0.65 82 18 0 Cal. cem. 7,S 
N - 65 0.33-1.00 0.59 27 73 0 C. cem. 22 
P - 15 0.33-0.75 0.60 80 20 0 
C - 2 0.65-0.75 0.75 O l 00 0 
Ch - 16 0.23-1.25 0.52 31 69 0 
TF - 41 0.33-1.75 0.75 14 86 0 devitrified tuft with 
shards 
389 Q - 72 N - l 00 0.03-0.44 0.06 11,0 60 0 Cal. cem. 18 iron staining 
Ch - 14 0.05 100 0 0 C. cem 5 
H - 14 0.03 100 0 0 Cal. mat. 76 
Cl. mat. l 
iXJ 
lD 
Table 3. Continued 
Sample Minerals QET, R/1. Grain size {mm) Roundness !3ondirig Other observations 
number RA Range Median SA SR 0 _!9.ent, RA 
393 Q - l 00 N - l 00 0.02-0.03 0.02 33 67 0 no l o . mat. 7 3 shrinkage cracks 
Dalo. cem. 21 dolomite rhombs 
Cl. mat. l 
Fe stain 5 
Cedar Mountain Formation 
397A Q - 70 U - 5 0. 10-0.33 0. 16 67 33 0 Cal. cem. 6!1 bubble inclusions in 
N - 95 0.03-0.65 0.13 41 59 0 C. cem. 23 quartz 
Ch - 15 0. 08-1. 50 o. 16 46 54 0 Cl. mat. 6 
C - 5 0.08-0.65 0. 14 75 25 0 Fe stain 7 
TF - 4 0.08-1.25 0. 11 25 75 0 
p - 3 0.05-0. 13 0.08 0 100 0 etched feldspars 
B - 2 0. l 0-0. 11 0. l O 50 50 0 
397.l Q - 82 U - 6 0.11-0.33 0. 16 40 60 0 Cal. cem. 42 iro n stain 
N - 94 0.03-0.52 0. 14 19 81 0 Otz. ogr. 38 
Ch - 13 0.08-0.33 0.20 67 33 0 C. cem. 13 
p - 3 0.10-0.12 0. 12 100 0 0 Cl. mat. 7 
TF - 2 0. l G 0 100 0 devitrified tuff 
399 Q - 86 U - 18 0. 10-0.26 0. 13 57 43 0 Cal. cem. 27 30% tabular grains 
N - 89 0.03-0.33 0. 13 48 52 0 Dolo. cem. 36 dolomite rhombs 
p - 3 0. 10-0.26 0. 13 60 40 0 C. cem. 4 
Ch - 11 0. 10-0.33 0. 16 45 50 5R Fe stain 33 
M - 1 0. 13 0 100 0 
p - 2 0.06-0. 10 0.08 50 50 0 etched '..0 
0 
Table 8. Continued 
Sample r·1i nera ls ()ET, RA Grain size (mm) Roundness Bonding Other observations 
number RA Ran~ Median SA SR 0 ~ent, ;1A 
---- - - - -
- -
4048 Oolo. mat. 92 dolomite rhombs 
Fe stain 8 
411 Q - 89 U - 7 0. 16-0.20 0. 16 20 80 0 C. cem. 83 bubble inclusions and 
N - 93 0.05-0.26 0. 13 22 78 0 Fe stain l rutile needles in quartz 
Ch - 4 0.06-0.16 0.13 O l 00 0 Cl. mat. 16 
M - 3 0.06-0.16 0. 13 0 100 0 elongate feldspar 
p - 3 0.06-0. 16 0. 13 0 100 0 etche d 
z - l 0. 10 O l 00 0 
T - l 0.08 l 00 0 0 
'° 
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Appendix D 
Particle-Size Analysis Data 
93 
Figure 8. Cumulative particle-size distribution of sample 310. 
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Figure 9. Cumulative particle-size distribution of sample 316. 
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Figure 10. Cumulative particle-size distribution of sample 326. 
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Figure 11. Cumulative particle-size distribution of sample 328. 
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Figure 12. Cumulative particle-size distribution of sample 368. 
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